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105mm rifled-bore gun



249cm³
2,200mm
820mm
1,190mm
1,430mm
285mm

Performance/Specifications

Bridge
Section
Vehicle

Crew 3
Length 11.0m
Width 3.0m
Height 3.7m
Weight 25t
Maximum speed 85km/h

Bridge

Length 60m
Width 4.5m
Class CL60
Manufacturer Hitachi, Ltd. (FY2007-)



Issued to JGSDF Engineer units, the Type 94 Amphibious 
Minelayer is loaded with coastal mines on land, launched 
from the beach, and is then used to lay the mines in 
the water to create underwater coastal minefield. Its 
high wave resistance and stability enable it to travel 
a wide range of  waters from beach side coastal areas 
to the open ocean. The minelayer can also be used to 
transport personnel and supplies by offloading minelaying 
system and installing Personnel carrying unit instead. 
The minelayer is used this way in flooded areas during 
disasters for rescue operations and transportation.



(FY 2007-)

The Type-92 MBRS is used for quick clearing of minefields 
and clearing roads for traffic.



(FY2015-) 









Counter-mortar  Radar JMPQ-P13

Toshiba Electro-Wave



Under a large-scale disaster situation , this helicopter-mounted system can take high-quality and stable video of 
disaster area and transmit it to Headquarters etc. in real time.



Toshiba Infrastructure Systems &
Solutions Corporation (FY 2011-)

Mobile Ground Controlled Approach system JTPN-P20-C is 
a Ground Controlled Approach system for aircraft landing 
guidance and air traffic control. All of these systems can 
be transportable. 



Toshiba Infrastructure 
Systems & Solutions Corporation 
(FY 2011) (FY 2011-) 



2.5t or less







Issued to JGSDF CBRN units and other Regiments/Battalion 
for use in the decontamination of personnel and equipment 
contaminated by poisonous chemicals or fallout. It is also 
used for disease control after floods and other disasters. 
Heating unit,tanks, storage, spray guns, shower tent, and other 
materials and equipment needed for decontamination are 
loaded into truck that enables responders to rapidly establish 
a  decontamination site in contaminated areas and disaster 
zones. The heating unit can boil water, and the shower tent 
for decontamination can be used as a shower for bathing 
purposes. This capability enables this system to also provide a 
bathing area in disaster areas.

IHI Corporation
(FY 2015 -)



Lasar-based System for
Engagement Training

Toshiba Electro-Wave Products Co.,Ltd.
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The MINIMI 5.56mm Machine Gun is an automatic firearm 
that can be fired by means of both belt-fed and using rifle 
magazine.
It is lightweight and compact in design, and easy to use.

The 120mm Mortar RT is the successor to the 107mm 
Mortar. It has longer effective range than the 107mm 
Mortar and increased mobility　because of wheeled 
system.





Moored Mine  / Induction type



Soryu-class Submarine

The Soryu-class Submarine



 Awaji-class Mine Sweeper Ocean









Transceiver

Mast mounted equipment









Maritime Patrol Aircraft.

larger area.





HPS-106 is a high-performance multifunction radar 
installed on P-1 patrol planes . Compared to previous 
radar, it has much improved surveillance capabilities 
with periscope targeting on the water’s surface. Its 
antenna has complex units made of multiple transmit/
receive modules which achieve a thin and lightweight 
Active Phased Array Antenna.

Toshiba Infrastructure 







Approx.7,600(with 20t load)

Equipm
ent for Aircraft

DISPLAY UNIT / ELECTRONICS UNIT

The Head Up Display (F-2)enables a wide field, high luminance display using holographic technology. Also 
features video input / output,FLIR and other true-angle video image displays, and HUD camera input / output. 



Pitot Tube Standby Flight Information System

The Standby Flight Information System displays altitude, 
speed, and attitude of a plane based on external static 
pressure,pitot pressur e,and internal attitude sensors. Also 
used as a standby instrument.





Toshiba Infrastructure Systems & Solutions Corporation (FY 1999-) 

This radar achieves high performance at low cost using a high low mix of the latest technology and established 
technologies. It enables a fine target detection at long distances using novel technologies such as active phased arrays and 
digital beamforming. Additionally,a back-to-back antenna enables a high scan rate. Costs are lowered using the elimination 
of transmission modules by the inclusion of established large reflector technology.









Toshiba Infrastructure Systems & 
Solutions Corporation 
(FY 2011-) 

(FY 2009 -) 
This missile system is enables countering small 
supersonic missiles, such as cruise missiles (CM) and air-
to-surface missiles (ASM), with its high-speed software 
signal processing technology.



MEMO

Approx. 0.5t (1st stage)



Type-10 Main Battle Tank (And its main components)

UH-2 New Utility Helicopter

Ground Radar JPPS-P24
Counter-mortar  Radar JMPQ-P13

Medical Evacuation (with Vibration Control)



Soryu-class Submarine
Awaji-class Mine Sweeper Ocean

Pitot Tube
Standby Flight Information System
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